
Dear the instructor in The University of Tokyo Komaba Campus 

 

Thank you for using UT CO-OP always. 

Please let us know the information of using textbook, reference book, assignment book  

in A semester 2021. 

The books you inform will be sold by the UT CO-OP on the following schedule.  

We will only prepare the books that we have been informed. 

We ask for the cooperation of the instructors. 

 

■Textbook sales information http://www.utcoop.or.jp/cb/index.html 

Special sales place：Komaba Communication Plaza North Bdg. 2F 

Date：9/27（Mon）～10/15（Fri）only weekdays 10：00 ～17：30 

Sales method：Store sales and mail order. 

※We will inform you about the sales method after 10/16 on the above website. 

 

■Acceptance period for the textbook directions 

Please give us directions between 7/7 and 8/16. 

The textbooks will arrive by the start of course. 

If you contact us after 8/17, the textbook may not arrive in time. 

Imported books are restricted and may not meet your wishes. 

 

■Contact method (2 ways) 

1)Please inform us from website of the textbooks directions.  

※I’m sorry but the website is written japanese only. 

https://bpos.univcoop.or.jp/whs/main/kyoukasyo/K16-M01.php?cd=0000321102 

The necessary information are written on the 2 page. 

※If the one-time password becomes invalid,  

please issue the password again with the same email address. 

 

2)Please inform us by E-mail.  

The necessary information are written on the 2 page. 

E-mail：textbook-komaba@mail.utcoop.or.jp 

 

■Handling of personal information 

○The information marked with ※ in 2 page will be distributed as a textbook list for students. 

○The instructor name will be notified to the publisher. 

○We will not disclose your email address.  

UT COOP personal information protection guidelines 

http://www.utcoop.or.jp/about/pdf/privacy.pdf 

 

■Contact 

E-mail：textbook-komaba@mail.utcoop.or.jp  

Person in charge：K.Suzuki, R.Nagaoka 

 

Best regards, 

The UT CO-OP Komaba bookstore manager Yuta Adachi 
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■The necessary information 

 Please be sure to write the information marked with ※. 

 

※Instructor  

※Term・Semester  

※Course group  

※Course  

※Applicable classes  

※Day&comma;Period  

Expected number of 

students 

 

※Textbook or reference 

book or assignment book 

 

※ISBN If ISBN is unknown, please fill in Author and publisher. 

※Title  

Author If the ISBN is filled in, you do not need to fill it in. 

Publisher If the ISBN is filled in, you do not need to fill it in. 

Do you need 

complimentary copy for 

instructor? 

At the discretion of the publisher, we don’t provide it. 

Other information, 

consultation 

 

 


